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Bidding has ended on this item.  

Item: Vintage Rio electric guitar - amazing condition!
 

Vintage Rio electric guitar - amazing condition! 

Item condition: --

Ended: Jan 25, 2010 10:03:33 PST

Bid history: 5 bids

Winning bid: US $186.50

 

Seller info 
brucepoeband 

100% Positive feedback 

( 80 ) 

Ask a question 

Save this seller 

See other items 

Hi, bladecenter2! (Sign out)

 

Site Map

Categories  Motors Stores Daily Deal 

 Search Advanced 
Search Buy Sell My eBay Community Help 

More from the same seller 

Stanley No. 59 Doweling Jig 

vintage ...

$34.99
6d 11h 
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Enlarge 

 

 

Shipping: $55.45 USPS Priority Mail International 
 |  See all details
Estimated delivery time varies for items shipped from an 

international location.  

Returns: No Returns Accepted

eBay will cover your purchase price plus original shipping.
Learn more 

 

 

Other item info 

Item number: 290393026327

Item location: Columbia, MO, 
United States

Ships to: Worldwide 

Payments:
 

PayPal See details

Share Print
Report item

 Description  Shipping and payments 

Item specifics
Country of Manufacture: Germany   
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Here is a very cool, vintage German-made, Rio electric guitar with it's original case.� This guitar is in 
excellent� condition.� I'd say it spent most, if not all, of it's life under the bed. � The body is constructed 
of molded plastic and is in nearly flawless condition.� The only minor spot is around the strap peg on the 
upper bout (see photo)� All electronics work and the guitar plays very nicely.� Pickups are covered in 
some sort of faux marble.� Tuners are original and turn freely.� Minimal fret wear.� Tremolo is complete 
and even includes the bridge cover.� The case is in excellent condition as well, but has a small break at 
one of the clasps (see photo).� The headstock logo is clear and unblemished.� The pickguard is missing a 
couple of screws and the cap is missing from the volume knob.� Other than that, it appears to be totally 
complete and original. �  
 
This is the first one of these I have seen.� It is a very well made instrument with high-quality machining 
and componets.� It produces a very unique meaty tone. 
 
I am fine to ship overseas.� Shipping will have to be determined for your location.� Continental U.S. 
shipping will be $40.00. 
 
I'll be glad to answer any questions. 
 
Thank you, 
 
BP 
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Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. 

Popular Searches | eBay Reviews | eBay Stores | Half.com | Global Buying Hub | United Kingdom | Germany | Australia | Canada | France | Italy | Spain | Netherlands 
Kijiji | PayPal | ProStores | Apartments for Rent | Shopping.com | Tickets 

Questions and answers about this item

Ask a question 

  

 
Q: Postage to australia please. cheers 
A: It's gonna take $100 shipping to get it to Australia. The original BIN was $300.00. I'll reduce shipping to $50 if you want to BIN. BP 

Jan 25, 2010
 

  

 
Q: who makes this guitar? I have never heard of Rio Guitars and can't find any info on it... 
A: Great question! This is the only one I have seen as well. Obviously these are pretty rare. I know they are made in Germany, but I am not sure of 
the manufacturer. Thanks, BP 

Jan 24, 2010
 

  

 
Q: Hi. Would you consider free shipping with buy it now? I live in New Jersey. Thank You 
A: I'll ship for $20 with a BIN. I will ship very quickly. Thank you, BP 

Jan 19, 2010
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We'll cover your purchase price plus original shipping.  Learn more

Copyright © 1995-2010 eBay Inc. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. Use of this Web site constitutes acceptance of the eBay 

User Agreement and Privacy Policy. 

eBay official time
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